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About the Mariner
You are reading the Mariner! The greatest free
monthly English-language student newspaper
in France
FREE! and worth every penny.
MONTHLY! or whenever we don’t run out of
money. Entirely funded by the Mirail, who give
us cold hard cash to drink beer and print photos
of monkeys.
ENGLISH! Not just for karaoke and
chatrooms.
STUDENT-run! By students for students.
NEWSPAPER! We have a website, but in our
hearts we know print journalism is the way of
the future.
FRANCE! Because nobody’s perfect.
Find the Mariner in Bat. 31, the English Foyer,
the Arch, the MIE and in trash cans all over
campus.
Want to join the Mariner? Check our Facebook
for info.
Have something to say? Ideas for a story? A
corection? Some hot gossip? A dirty joke? Send
us an email: the.mariner.news@gmail.com
Write poetry? Sorry.

The Mariner is a monthly student newspaper edited
by Casey Heagerty and Paul Scanlan and proudly
funded by Mirail University since 2010. The Mariner
takes its journalistic responsibilities very seriously.
The Mariner’s masthead was designed by the talented
Florent Guth, and other contributors are credited as
they appear. The Mariner would also like to thank
Dave Finkbrau for his help, and all the Finkbraus
that helped in the creation of the Mariner.

Contact the Mariner
the.mariner.news@gmail.com

facebook.com/themarinernews
Twitter: @themarinernews

Read the Mariner online at:
themarinernews.wordpress.com
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Here’s What’s Up:

A Canadian Erasmus student’s taste of Mirail,
Toulouse, and la France in General.

H

I! I am a third year exchange
student from Vancouver
Canada who spent long hard
premier semestre figuring out the world
of Mirail, and although I may not
have passed every partiel, I did learn
five important things:

1.
Consumerism on a Sunday?
PERPOSTEROUS! Don’t expect to
take one step into a store on a Sunday.
It WILL be closed. The only place to
go shopping on a Sunday (other than
that one Monop near Jean Jaurès) is
one of the many marchés. I love this,
such a great concept, it’s something
we north Americans try to copy with
“community organic farmers markets”
on Saturdays, but since Costco and
Walmart aren’t ever actually closed,
they’re few, hard to come by, and way
too expensive.
2. Diet, what’s a diet? Have some
saucisson! HOW ARE YOU NOT
ALL OVERWEIGHT? People eat
SO MUCH food here. I just don’t get
how everyone isn’t completely overweight. In my city everyone is looking
out for their bodies, veganism is hip
and sushi is fast food. Here people
seem to think going for a run is tryhard, veganism hardly fathomable,
and sushi costs €20 a piece. AND
YET PEOPLE ARE SKINNIER.
I have yet to delve into this subject to
understand. I guess it could be due to
the fact that food is such an ceremony
here, and you only eat at certain
times, as opposed to “snacking,” a
phenomena commonly practiced by
north Americans where one gringnots
between meals. Which brings me to
my next finding…

3. Take out just don’t exist. You want
to drink a coffee? Sit the fuck down
and drink it. Better yet bring a friend,
and drink it together. Monday mornings in Vancouver are a sea of Starbucks to-go cups and (since we be
tree-huggers) reusable coffee mugs,
but the only coffee mug I’ve seen here
belongs to another Erasmus student.
When I got here I tried to look for a
coffee mug thinking I could continue
my habit of drinking my morning

by Nina K, 20, Erasmus

Nina K gives the Mirail a thumb up.

tea on the way to school. Boy was I
wrong. Not only could I not find an
un-overpriced mug here, I felt like a
weirdly stereotypical American “Sex
and the City”-type girl.
4. Don’t expect anything from administration. Ever. Do I even need to
elaborate on this one?

5. Student status is respected shit.
One major difference about Canada
and France: YOUR COUNTRY
CARES ABOUT EDUCTION.
And doesn’t make you pay thousands
to get it. I wanna play sports; I get
to do it for almost nothing. Going to
see a movie? STUDENT TICKET
PRICE fuck yaaa! These things just
don’t exist in pricey Van city, so soak
it up Frenchies.
Well that pretty much sums up the
differences between Canada and
France. I wonder what surprising
findings the second semester will
bring!
EIMA Erasmus & International
Student Assn.
presents

NO FRENCH DAY
Friday February 22
Join the Mariner for:
Activities! Food! Movies! Hit on
that guy/girl with your
3 words of Danish!
No French Night at the bar: get
drunk in V.O!
Visit AR105 or
eima.tlse2@gmail.com for info
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R U Ready to Rumble?
A New World Order on Our Plates

A

month after its grand-opening,
students are pleased by the new
Restaurant Universitaire although
it still faces organizational issues.

As part of the Mirail’s major facelift surgery, the new R.U. opened on January, 7th
after 15 months of construction work. The
three-floor architectural baby cost €14m –
mainly funded by the state and the region
– 3.800 m2 of new shininess with a seating
capacity of 1200 customers.

On paper, the new building was designed
to provide 2,700 meals a day. But on a
typical Wednesday, the messy crowd of
students packed in the entrance hall can
leave you rather dubious.

“This isn’t a place for tiny delicate students,” says Juliette, student in L3 geography. “There are no waiting lines … The
only rule seems to be may the best man
win.”

Adam, a student in his 6th year of DEFLE,
says the new cafeteria is also poorly marked:
“you pick a line and you don’t really know
what you’re getting until they hand you
your plate … in the old R.U., you knew
what you were lining up for.”
Although an unorganized sign-free environment seems perfect for our university,
Franck, another DEFLE student, is not so
harsh on the new building: “It looks much
nicer with the big windows and all,” he
says. “We also manage to eat much faster
than at the old R.U.”
Although Franck admits to cutting in line,
students tend to agree that the new

at 12.30, the majority of the meals have to
be served between 12:30 and 1 p.m.

“We cannot do wonders,” says Pezziardi,
“we will never be able to fit the whole
university inside this restaurant at the
same time.” Pezziardi says the university
should allow more classes to end before
12:30: “A few days ago, a professor finished
his lecture 15 minutes earlier and let the
whole amphitheater go … On that day,
Guggenheim eat your heart out. Photo: Alex we managed to serve 400 more students.”

As students wait for a time-schedule
miracle to take place, more changes are to
come in the next few weeks: the pizza stall
will move again and offer a half-pizza/
half-vegetable option, and new signs will
help students through their lunch experience. An iPhone application should even
be released to make menu suggestions to
students (Why?), although no GPS or
live-traffic option is being considered at
“WE WANT OUR CRACK, MISTER!”†
†Croque Monsieur the moment.

Unlike the old R.U., the new building was
designed without separate waiting lines:
the single entrance leads into a large circular food hall. Students are free to come
and go as they please, picking dishes from
the various food stalls. Sweet. But that’s
the theory. Past 12:30, things tend to get R.U. is indeed faster. “The line for plat du
a bit more complicated.
monde was always crowded,” says Jeremy,
“We try to elbow our way through,” says L2 in sociology. “[here] all the food is in
L3 psychology student Bastien. “At rush the same room … it’s faster and we have
hour, it looks like a battle field in there.” more freedom.”
Students bump into each other, making
intensive use of désolés and other polite
phrases as their trays crash into one another. Once at the register, the miracle of
your plate of couscous still lying intact on
your tray might make you reconsider your
secular beliefs.

by Alex Herpe, M 1 1/2

The restaurant frequentation has increased
by 20% since the opening of the new R.U.
and the opening of the faculty restaurant
on the third floor in March is expected
to bring 300 more daily customers to
the student caf. Ever considered selling
So what did the new R.U. really bring to
homemade sandwiches across from the
the Mirail: canteen anarchy or nicer faciliR.U.? This could turn out to be a smart
ties? Fabrice Pezziardi is the head of the
investment.
Restaurant Universitaire and runs two
other R.U. in Toulouse. The busy direcThe Mariner’s tips
tor says he is aware of the difficulties that
students face with the new organization Be prepared: tight lycra suits will help
but says running the R.U. is not as easy you move around without mishap.
as it looks.
Pepper spray is a plus.
“We have received excellent feedback from
Skip lines: legally, there aren’t any.
students,” says Pezziardi. “It is still a work
Know your terrain: Free the U.S. drone
in progress.”
in you and go for a reconnaissance of the
What students see as a cafeteria-jungle is
food of the day.
actually a scientifically planned mechanism: “We diminish flows [of students] If necessary, use tray as shield to push
in some areas and work on accelerating crowd and move forward.
them in other places,” says Pezziardi. Tickles can get you through any line.
Every step students take has been timed
and observed by engineers to allow more If you like risk carry tray above head.
students smoothly into the R.U.. As a re- Do not hesitate to leave tray somewhere
sult of the study, more plat du jour stalls while grabbing dessert/starter
and alternate working hours for the cash
Favor the stalls at the very end of the
desks have been put in place.
R.U., & the registers near the entrance
But the most difficult task to be faced is stairs.
glut of students who need to get lunch at
Love your cashier -she’s as stressed out
the same time.
as you are. Didn’t your mother teach you
On average, around 1400 students eat at any manners?
the R.U. every day, but as most classes end

Armando’s Feel-Good Moment: Can you feel the butterflies?

I

’d like to
reassure the
M a r i n e r ’s
readers
and
tell them that I
don’t care about
basketball
or
hockey. So I
promise not to
talk about sports
this year. I won’t
even refer to it.
So this special Valentine’s column will be
free of baseball references as euphemisms
for relationships. I’ll use animal metaphors
or onomatopoeia which is more Mariner
style. Ka-boom!
I was looking forward to writing about
Valentine’s Day. I don’t think that it will
be a surprise for you to learn I’m not a
fan of this celebration – nor of couples in
general. Yuck!

According to me it’s only OK to spend ing weird questions when you’re home,
Valentine’s Day with your gal or your guy like, “Is it alright if I use the bathroom
if it’s your first Valentine’s together.
now?” And you can forget about eating in
front of your favorite TV show. No more
I see relationships like a T.V. series. Redinner in front of Zooey Deschanel or Jim
member Twin Peaks? First season was
Parsons. And without realizing it, your
brilliant then it turned into a baboon’s ass:
Friday night turns into a chamomile-teaappealing and disgusting at the same time.
and-Speculoos orgy in front of an Agatha
Sorry David and Mark, but nobody bought
Christie adaptation on French public TV.
your mystic Indian adventure at the end.
At 11 p.m., when you used to
You have to know when there’s
listen to Barry White with
no more juice in the lemon
your date, you’re just lying in
you’re squeezing. Pick a new
bed in fluffy ironic PJ’s talking
one and move on already.
about your day. This is not my
You think that being in a
idea of a good time.
couple is the best thing you’ll
To end this column I would
ever achieve? I think you’re
like to give a little tip to the
wrong. To me it’s like being in
ones who have to spend this
prison. You think that you’re
Valentine’s alone. Tell yourself
having the time of your life
that you’re still a butterfly and
but you are only doing time. After a few
you still need to visit other pistils. In other
months dating, you quickly start to live
words, you’re not ready to switch into larva
together without noticing it. There’s like
mode. It works for me.
a tacit contract that makes you have to
spend every day together. You start ask- Happy Valentine’s Day, y’all.

Friday night
turns into a
chamomiletea-andSpeculoos
orgy

Onwards & Upwards with the Arts

Shakespeare Gets Down & Dirty

by Paul Scanlan, M1

Curtain not the only thing that’ll rise in Mirail’s sexy new English-language comedy

G

et ready for some hot ‘n heavy
thespian-on-thespian action when
the Mirail’s own English-language
theater troupe, Les Soeurs Fatales, presents
their new Shakespearean-fantasy-feministsex-comedy on March 11 & 12 (8pm, La
Fabrique, Free)
The company is performing Goodnight
Desdemona (Good Morning Juliet) by Canadian playwright Ann-Marie MacDonald
and loosely adapted by director Céline
Nogueira.
“It’s inspired by Romeo & Juliet and
Othello,” explained Marie, (LLCE L1)
who plays Constance, “a young student
researching her thesis that these tragedies
were in fact meant to be comedies.”
Constance “gets sucked into the world of
the plays,” where she meets Desdemona
and Juliet (from Othello and Romeo &
Juliet) resulting in a Shakespeare-style
comedy of mistaken identity that “ends
up changing [the plays’] endings.”
Shakespeare’s characters, as the play’s
program puts it, cause Constance ”to
explore her rage, her sensuality, her innocence and remind us that the contemporary
woman has will, complexity and a scandalous lack of self-consciousness”
Sounds like it’s about sex, right?
“Make like you’re gonna slap him and
then.....ROWR!” shouted Céline at rehearsal at the MIE on Tuesday, as seven
young actresses did their seductive best to
capture the attention of Dhia (Psycho, L1)

“A scandalous lack of self-consciousness”

time acting in English. “It’s not my mother
tongue…it’s not very easy to understand
the context and the feeling of the role,” said
Rocio (LEA L1 from Guatemala.)
“It’s difficult to give the [motivations] of
the character,” added Zhenjia (LEA M1
from China.)
Nevertheless after long months of work the
cast hopes people will come to see what
Marie describes as a “wild” comedy and “a
great way to revisit Shakespeare.”
But don’t make “the readers think it’s [not]
only about sex,” warned Céline. “There is
work, sweat, and philosophy here too,” but
on reflection added, “What is the damn
difference between sex and [theater], really? I’m talking about breath, sweat, don’t
pretend.”
You heard it here folks: seeing Goodnight
Desdemona, Good Morning Juliet is exactly
like getting laid. Bring your own monkey
mask. (Or, y’know, whatever your thing is.)

the sole guy in the cast. Britney Spears and
Led Zeppelin played on the soundtrack.
When asked how he likes being the center
of so much female attention, Dhia remains
cool: “It’s not the first time I’ve been the
only guy with lots of girls.”
So Juliette (LLCE L1) what’s it like having
all these women characters hitting on your
(real life boyfriend) Dhia?
“Well, I’m gonna be kissing a girl: I kiss
Constance; I’m playing Juliet. She’s some
kind of twisted fan-fiction version of Juliet
from Verona”
Les Soeurs Fatales present
Céline, “doesn’t need to make it dirty,” said
Estelle (LLCE L2, who plays Constance)
Goodnight Desdemona
“it’s already dirty!”
(Good Morning Juliet)
“You see I have a cast that’s already driven
by Ann-Marie MacDonald
[by sex.]” explained Céline.
“The sexual tension shows,” says Juliette.
In English with
“Especially between the characters of
French super titles
Constance and [mentor] Prof. Night.”
[Ed.Note: just like between you and your March 11 & 12, 8pm La Fabrique
Mirail teachers, right?]
FREE!
For many of the actresses, it’s their first

